Homefront Education Grant Terms and Conditions

AWARD DESCRIPTION
The Homefront Education Grant was developed to encourage spouses and dependents of currently enrolled active-duty and veteran servicemembers Purdue Global students to enroll in an undergraduate degree program by lowering the tuition cost to $230.00 per quarter credit hour; ExcelTrack™, graduate, and certificate programs are excluded. Resource and programmatic fees are not included.

GENERAL ELIGIBILITY
To receive the Grant you must:

• Be the spouse or dependent of a currently enrolled active-duty, National Guard, reserve, or veteran Purdue Global student.
• Enroll in a Purdue Global undergraduate degree program; certificates, graduate, and doctoral degrees are ineligible.
• Meet all Purdue Global admissions requirements for the program of study and be fully accepted into the program.
• Enroll in at least two courses per term and start no later than February 1, 2023.
• Meet Purdue Global satisfactory academic progress (SAP) standards as outlined in the University Catalog.
• Be continuously enrolled in a degree program at Purdue Global. Only a leave of absence as outlined in the University Catalog is permitted while enrolled.

OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS

• Students currently on a leave of absence are not eligible for the Grant.
• Single-course enrollees are not eligible for the Grant.
• This award is not transferable.
• One change of program is permitted while using the Grant. The new program must be an eligible program under the Homefront Grant.
• There is no direct cash benefit provided. The award will be applied as a credit on your student ledger.
• You may receive outside scholarships not funded by Purdue Global.
• The Grant cannot be used in conjunction with tuition reductions through organizations with which Purdue Global has an educational relationship.
• You are not eligible for other Purdue Global reductions, scholarships, or tuition vouchers unless otherwise noted.
• You may only be awarded the Grant one time during your lifetime enrollment at Purdue Global.
• You must follow the background check requirements for your program. If a background check is required, results must be approved prior to enrolling.*

*The Grant does not cover background check fee(s); you must pay the background check fee(s) directly to the vendor.